MATERA
Prehistory
History
Poverty and Adaptability
a day...
Seven International Designer
Arrive in Matera
Visit it...
Live it...
...and Tell with Design
The forms

Hiroshi Tahara
Bed
Shelf
Shelf

Paper mache (cartapesta)
Chair
Agra Mater Pantry System
the alliance between humans and objects
Padded Wood Collection
Sassi Sofa
Terracotta Collection
Pongo
Live Irregular

Katerina Kopityna
Punto Collection
Light and Religion
contrasts

Studio John Pepe
Zig Zag Mirror
Zig Zag Table
Chaise Longue
Naked Bench
Cave Kitchen

There are a lot of possibilities with texture, depending on the production process, so we think it's important to try some techniques to find the most interesting one.
Cave Kitchen
Meet Seven Local Companies
the collection
INSPIRATION comes from MATERA, its culture and history

CONCEPT and products comes from the DESIGNERS

PROJECT is made by CASA MATERA, the Network, the Brand
previous events
events next

April - Milan - Furniture Fair “Salone del Mobile”
thank you